ANNUAL PORTMOAK EXPEDITION 2015
Mylynn Bowker, Trinity College

On April 3rd 2015, a dedicated team of Bicester instructors, Bicester regulars
and eight OUGC members – Chris Balance, Mylynn Bowker, Qin Cao, Ashley
Cheng, Artur Doshchyn, Anthony Landau, Jonathan Pedde and Dinant Riks – all
took the long drive up to Portmoak, Scotland, for what was to be an incredible
week of gliding.

The OUGC crew with our loyal K21, GAM.
The OUGC crew stayed in one of the lovely Loch Leven Lodges and were spoilt
by a terrace overlooking the loch – a gorgeous sight to wake up to.

The view from our lodge.

Sunrise over Loch Leven.

The Scottish Gliding Centre was quite a change from Bicester airfield and while
we missed the warmth and comfort of the bus, we were all completely taken
aback by the site and the beautiful scenery surrounding the airfield.

Gliding panorama taken in GAM at 1,400ft from over Benarty Hill.
We could not have been luckier with the weather and the conditions. Six out of
seven days were flyable and what’s more, the ridge was working! (I was told that
this was not the case for the last two trips.) For those who have never been ridge
soaring or even sat in a glider before, I’ll explain how hill lift works. Gliders use
rising air to stay flying and gain height, for example through thermals that
usually come from the sun heating the ground, creating a difference in
temperature and density in the air. Hill lift is caused by a ridge that effectively
gets in the way of the wind and forces it upwards. In order for the ridge to work,
the wind has to be blowing at right angles (give or take a few degrees) against
the ridge and it has to be sufficiently strong enough to create lift that is powerful
enough. Using hill lift involves tracking along in the band of lift caused by the upslope wind. Each length you do is called a beat and once you reach the end of a
beat you turn away from it and keep going until you feel like coming down (or if
the ridge stops working). Portmoak gave us two ridges to play with – Benarty
Hill and Bishop Hill. A few of us managed to experience both Benarty and Bishop
Hill, and all of us racked up the hours on Bishop Hill which was working well on
most days. This also meant that our lookout greatly improved – flying a ridge

with up to seven other gliders is not something to be taken lightly! Of course,
there are rules of the air that are applied to ridges – you have to overtake other
gliders on the inside, nearest to the ridge; turns should always be away from the
ridge; and if you are on a converging course with another glider on a ridge, the
glider that can turn right, away from the ridge, should give way. For all you
daredevils out there, ridge soaring can be highly exhilarating if you put the speed
up and try to fly as low to the ridge as possible, often ending each beat with a
chandelle if it isn’t too busy on the ridge, otherwise with a tight turn. A chandelle
is a simple aerobatic manoeuvre in which you increase the speed, pull back and
climb at a 45 degree angle and then turn at the top through 180 degrees. This
pulls a low amount of positive G but it’s a lot of fun! Some of us were therefore
lucky enough to experience the thrill of beating up the ridge with the legendary
Nick Kelly – the feeling of soaring just metres above the ridge at speeds of up to
80-100 knots is certainly something that won’t be easily forgotten! I was told by
another instructor that this daring method of ridge soaring is also known as ‘rock
polishing’, which is indeed very accurate! We weren’t just limited to ridge
soaring - a couple of days also presented us with some thermals and I don’t think
a single person wasn’t envious of Stuart Law, who managed to get into wave
that took him up to over 9000ft. Wave forms downwind of hills when the
atmospheric conditions are right. It can also form if there is a temperature
inversion (essentially a lid on convection) at a given altitude and a sudden
change in either wind strength or direction at that height. The lift is extremely
smooth and consistent and can take you up to ridiculous heights!

Doing some “instructing” with Miff.

A photo of Chris flying FEF over the ridge. We had a great view of many gliders
beating up the ridge.

Seeing the ridge from a different perspective – relaxing on Bishop Hill after the
hike up.

Representing OUGC on Bishop Hill.

I would also like to commend the Scottish Gliding Centre for having some of the
best glider registration names I have ever seen – ‘HPV’, ‘FGM’ (a beautiful
vintage T21 with an open-cockpit), ‘BBQ’ and ‘GBB’, or “Gobble” as they
nicknamed it, the K21 that Edinburgh University kindly lent us during our visit.
Apart from the lovely Gobble, we also brought our club gliders, FEF, an Astir, and
the beloved GAM, the K21 “with the cute orange nose”.

The T21 waiting to launch
While our own gliding experts Chris and Dinant shared FEF between them, the
rest of us fought over GAM and Gobble. Everyone left Portmoak very happy,
with a total of 6-8 hours in the air, some of us having doubled the amount of
flying hours we had from back at Bicester. Even though we had a range of
abilities amongst us and were all at different stages in our flying, everyone
improved tremendously and all the remaining pre-solo pilots made very good

progress. A big congratulations to Qin, Anthony and Jonathan who all managed
to fly solo in Portmoak!

Anthony waiting to launch.

Chris having a great time with FEF.

Chris is having a great time with FEF.

Jonathan going solo in GAM, holding the celebratory haggis feather!
Highlights of the trip include the canapés and drinks night with the instructors
and Bicester team followed by Miff’s hilarious games – Spoons and the Boat
Race; socials with UCL and Nottingham Gliding Clubs; the delicious meals that
Qin and Artur cooked for us; Haggis Night at the Clubhouse – many of us had
never had the pleasure of tasting haggis before; Curry Night with the Bicester
instructors and pilots; playing Cards Against Humanity back at the lodge and last
but not least, Qin’s downwind calls – “Gareth. Alpha. Michael”.

The Boat Race in action.
What a great week of flying and bonding as a group and with the team from
Bicester! We’d like to say a big thank you to all the instructors and Bicester
members who came with us to Portmoak and also a massive thank you to Qin
for helping to organise such a fun and memorable trip!
If you've never tried gliding before then I hope this post has enticed you to come
along to the airfield, new members are always very welcome! And if you are a
regular OUGC member but you haven't been on an expedition before then I
definitely recommend coming to Portmoak next year, you'll get a lot of flying,
you'll improve greatly and you'll have a fantastic time!

